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Dear Mr. Elliott,

For the DOE, in June 2012, I was a part of the "Orange group" for the alternatives
for their EIS. 

While the DOE did tell us that our mandate was to conform to the Administrative
Order on Consent, our group focused on the "Nine Balancing Criteria of CERCLA"
that Mr. Rick Brausch of DTSC had explained to us at a meeting were to be
considered relative to the future clean up standards at Santa Susana. 

That Power Point is a part of the explanation to the community of the Agreements in
Principle that is a part of the NASA / DTSC Administrative Order on Consent. 
http://www.dtsc-
ssfl.com/files/lib_pub_involve/meeting_agendas/64727_Agreements_in_Principle.pdf

I really appreciated some of the members of my group that were much more
knowledgeable than I was on the California Native Plants, the wildlife at the site, etc.
I focused more on health risk on and off site, trucks, and the cultural /
archaeological aspects of the site. 

I do hope that the final comments by all four groups - some of which I agree with -
and some that I don't - these show the diverse thoughts relative to the SSFL
cleanup. This is why the comments of one group over another should not outweigh
just due to number - the scientific or legal basis for considering various alternatives
related to the cleanup.

I am sure that I have stated that if the 9th Circuit upholds the ruling on SB 990,
that NASA and DTSC should renegotiate the Administrative Order on Consent based
on what Judge Walter said in his ruling.

I stand by that - it would be the easiest method of cleanup if all parties were subject
to just one clean up standard - that all parties did commit to - the 2007 Consent
Order. That is the risk based cleanup that I have always supported. 

Please consider the Orange group's comments as a part of my comment on the
NASA Draft EIS.

I should point out that since this document mentions structures - that this was in
reference to AREA IV where no structures are considered eligible for historic
preservation to the best of my understanding. And if they were - they are probably
contaminated with both chemicals and radionuclides above the suburban residential
standard. I do not support the demolition of all structures in AREA IV.

Least important - "meeting the 2017 deadline".



Respectfully submitted,

Christine L. Rowe






























